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Abstract
We present a way of solving the problem of minimizing the root of quadratic functional subject to an afﬁne constraint. We give
an explicit formula for computing the solutions of such a problem. This is of interest for solving signiﬁcant problems of ﬁnancial
economics as well as some classes of feasibility and optimization problems which frequently occur in tomography and other ﬁelds.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with a problem frequently encountered in ﬁnancial mathematics and convex analysis. From a general
point of view the problem is given below and its meaning in economics will be clariﬁed in the sequel.
Let μ,b be n × 1 vectors and = (ij )ni,j=1 be n × n positive deﬁnite matrix. The problem of minimization of the
function f : Rn → R
f (x) = μTx + 
√
xTx, > 0, (1)
subject to linear equality constraint
bTx = c, c = 0, (2)
has many applications, among which are those related to risk management in ﬁnancial economics. In this note, we
obtain the conditions under which the solution of this problem exists, and for that case we show how the solution can
be effectively computed. First, let us notice that function f (x) is convex as a sum of the linear functional and a convex
function. The convexity of the square root of the quadratic term follows from the observation that for any u, v ∈ Rn
and t ∈ R,√
(u + tv)T(u + tv) =
√
vTvt2 + 2vTut + uTu (3)
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is a strictly convex function of t (the square root of a quadratic univariate polinom with a positive leading coefﬁcient
is strictly convex), and consequently
√
xTx is strictly convex and so functions f (x) and
f1(x) = μTx − 
√
xTx, > 0, (4)
are strictly convex and strictly concave, respectively. We provide the explicit closed form solution for the problem of
minimization of function f (x) subject to restriction (2). This obviously solves the problem of maximization of function
f1(x) subject to the same restriction by simple substitution of μ with −μ in the solution.
Let us notice that the problem of minimization of quadratic function
q(x) = μTx + xTx (5)
under constraint
1Tx = 1, (6)
where 1 is vector-column of n ones, is directly related to the Markowitz, optimal portfolio solution, which is well
documented (see, for example, [2], Section 8.2.1, [1], Section 4.4). Here vector x is interpreted as a weight of the
portfolio of risks P = xTX, where X = (X1, . . . , Xn)T is a vector of random variables with expectations EX =
(EX1, . . . , EXn)
T = μ and covariation matrix
cov(X) = E(X − EX)(X − EX)T = ,
and function (5) is simply
q(x) = E(P ) + Var(P ), (7)
Var(P ) is variance of P, which is called the variance premium (see [6], Section “Premium principles”). Then function
(1) can be rewritten as
f (x) = E(P ) + √Var(P ),
which has a special meaning in the Actuarial sciences: it is the standard deviation premium ([6], Section “Premium
principles”).
Let us notice that the solution of the problem of the minimization function (1) with constraint (6) also provides the
optimal portfolio management under other risk measures which are important in ﬁnancial economics, such as short
fall (or value-at-risk) and expected short fall (or tail conditional expectation) for the class of multivariate elliptical
distributions of risks (see [7–9]). The details of these applications are actually beyond the scope of this paper, and will
be considered separately. At the same time, we point out another interpretation and application of the presented result
which are related to relative projections onto closed convex sets.
We denote, as usual, 〈x, y〉 = xTy the Euclidean inner product in Rn. Let
h(x) = 
√
xTx (8)
and for  ∈ Rn
h∗() = sup
z∈Rn
(〈, z〉 − h(z))
be the Fenchel conjugate of h. Then function,
Wh(, x) = h(x) − 〈, x〉 + h∗()
is called the generalized distance in Rn. For any  ∈ Rn and for any closed convex nonempty set C in Rn, there exists
a unique minimizer of the function Wh(, ·) over C (see [5], Section 4.2). This vector is denoted PhC() and is called
the projection of  on C relative to the function h (or the proximal projection of  relative to h). Then the purpose of
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the present paper is, in fact, equivalent to that of determining the minimum of Wh(−μ, ·) over the closed set
C = {x|〈b, x〉 = c}, c = 0. (9)
Since μ which we are considering is an arbitrary vector in Rn, solving the problem which we pose above is equivalent
to exactly solving the problem of computing PhC() for any . Notice that the function h is a norm in Rn when  is
positive deﬁnite, which is the case here. Moreover, h satisﬁes the requirements of Theorem 4.8 in [5] (when placed in
the speciﬁc context of the space Rn). Therefore, Theorem 4.8 applies and gives the formula for computing the vector
PhC() with C as above. However, calculability of P
h
C() by that formula depends on the calculability of the gradient
of the Fenchel dual of h. Our result shows an explicit way of determining PhC() when h and C are as above (see
(8) and (9)). This is important because it may help solve numerically feasibility and optimization problems such as
those discussed in the book [3]. In fact, once computation of PhC() is numerically doable in an efﬁcient manner, many
feasibility and optimization algorithms became practically implementable. This is one of the merits of the present
paper: it makes some sophisticated algorithms applicable, such as those for solving the optimization and equilibrium
problems discussed in [4] to a larger class of the problems than previously known.
2. Main result
Choosing the ﬁrst n − 1 variables we have the natural partition of vector xT = (xT1 , xn), x1 = (x1, . . . , xn−1)T, and
the corresponding partition of vectors μT = (μT1 , n), 1T = (1T1 , 1), where 11 is vector of n − 1 ones, and matrix ,
=
(
11 1
T1 nn
)
, (10)
where 1 = (1n, . . . , n−1n)T. Let Q be (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix
Q = 11 − 11T1 − 11T1 + nn111T1 = (qij )n−1i,j=1. (11)
Lemma 1. As  is positive deﬁnite, Q is also positive deﬁnite.
Proof. We give the probabilistic proof of the Lemma. Along with positive deﬁnite matrix  one may consider an n-
variate normally distributed vector Z with vector-expectation 0 and covariance matrix  (see [11], Section 1.2.1), and
so we sayZNn(0,).Then vectorZ1 = (Z1, . . . , Zn−1)TNn−1(01,11), and vectorY=Z1 −11ZnNn−1(01,Q),
because
cov(Y) = E(Z1 − 11Zn)(Z1 − 11Zn)T
= EZ1ZT1 − 11E(ZnZT1 ) − E(ZnZ1)1T1 + E(Z2n)111T1 = Q,
and linear transformation of Z has maximal rank. 
Let us notice that, if among coordinates of vector b= (b1, . . . , bn)T there are some zeros, the problem reduces to one
of fewer dimensions. Thus, suppose that bi = 0, j = 1, . . . , n, and without loss of generality instead of (2) consider
constraint (6), and denote by
= (n11 − μ1). (12)
Theorem 1. If
>
√
TQ−1, (13)
the problem of minimization of function (1) subject to (6) has the ﬁnite solution
x∗ = (1T−11)−1−11 + [(2 − TQ−1)(1T−11)]−1/2(TQ−1,−1T1Q−1)T. (14)
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Proof. From constraint (6) it follows that xT = (xT1 , 1 − 1T1 x1)T and then straightforwardly
xTx = xT1Qx1 + 2(1 − nn11)Tx1 + nn. (15)
Then the goal-function
f (x) = g(x1) = n + (μ1 − n11)Tx1 + 
√
xT1Qx1 + 2(1 − nn11)Tx1 + nn
is a function of n−1 variables x1=(x1, . . . , xn−1)T and the problem reduces to the problem of ﬁnding the unconditional
minimum
min
x1∈Rn−1
g(x1).
As a corollary of the well-known solution of the quadratic programming problem
x0 = arg min
1Tx=1
xTx = 
−11
1T−11
, (16)
and
xT1Qx1 + 2(1 − nn11)Tx1 + nnx0Tx0 =
1
1T−11
> 0, x1 ∈ Rn−1 (17)
(see, for example, [10], Chapter 14.1). This means that function
√
xT1Qx1 + 2(1 − nn11)Tx1 + nn is differentiable
for any x1 ∈ Rn−1. For the same reasons as given in (3), taking into account the last inequality, one may con-
clude that this function, and together with it the function g(x1), is strictly convex on Rn−1. Denote by dT/dx1=
(/x1, . . . , /xn−1)—vector row of the ﬁrst n−1 derivatives and let x∗=(x∗T1 , 1−1T1 x∗1)T and x0=(x0T1 , 1−1T1 x01)T
be partitions of the vector-solution x∗ and vector x0 given in (16). Then the vector x∗1 is the unique solution of the
vector-equations
d
dx1
g(x1) = (μ1 − n11) +
(Qx1 + (1 − nn11))√
xT1Qx1 + 2(1 − nn11)Tx1 + nn
= 01,
where 01 is vector of (n − 1) zeros, which can be rewritten in the form
Qx1 + (T1 − nn11) = 
√
xT1Qx1 + 2(1 − nn11)Tx1 + nn,
where
 = (1, . . . , n−1)T = (n11 − μ1)/. (18)
Consider x∗1 in the form x∗1 =x01 +y∗,where y∗T = (y1, . . . , yn−1) is (n−1) dimension vector. Then, as x0 is a solution
of (16), it follows that
Qx01 + (1 − nn11) = 01 (19)
and y∗ is the unique solution of the vector-equations
y∗ = Q−1
√
(x01 + y∗)TQ(x01 + y∗) + 2(1 − nn11)T(x01 + y∗) + nn. (20)
As  = 01 (means i = n , i = 1, . . . , n − 1) it results trivially that y∗ = 01. Suppose vector  = 01, then as matrix
Q−1 = (ij )n−1i,j=1 is nonsingular (positive deﬁnite) there exist row Ti = (i1, . . . , in−1) of Q−1 such that Ti  = 0.
Suppose for convenience and without loss of generality that i = 1. Then, using the following partition of matrix Q−1
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into the two matrices Q−11 and Q−12
Q−1 =
(Q−11
Q−12
)
,
where Q−11 is simply the ﬁrst row of Q−1 (i.e., Q−11 = T1 ) and Q−12 consists of other (n − 2) rows of Q−1, from (20)
we have
y∗ = y1(1, aT)T, (21)
where
a = Q−12 /Q−11 . (22)
Substituting (21) into the ﬁrst equation of (20), we get straightforwardly
y∗1 = Q−11 [y∗21 (1, aT)Q(1, aT)T + 2y∗1 (1, aT)(Qx01 + (1 − nn11)) + x0T1 Qx01 + 2(1 − nn11)Tx01 + nn]1/2
= Q−11 
√
y∗21 (1, aT)Q(1, aT)T + (1T−11)−1, (23)
taking into account (19), (15) and (17). Squaring both the parts of the equation and using the partitions of matrices Q
and Q−1 we get
y∗21 =
(Q−11 )2
(1 − (Q−11 )2(1, aT)Q(1, aT)T)1T−11
. (24)
Consider partitions of matrices Q and Q−1 into the four matrices, respectively
Q =
(Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22
)
, Q−1 =
(Q−111 Q−112
Q−121 Q−122
)
,
where Q11 = q11 and Q12 = (q12, . . . , q1n−1). Of course, partitions into two and into four matrices are consistent in
the sense that
Q1 = (Q11 Q12 ) , Q2 = (Q21 Q22 ) .
Then, using the partition of vector T = (1, T2 ), T2 = (2, . . . , n−1), one obtains, taking into account (22)
(1, aT)Q(1, aT)T = Q11 + 2aTQ21 + aTQ22a
= 1
(Q−11 )2
((Q−11 )2Q11 + 2(Q−11 )T(Q−12 )T + T(Q−12 )TQ22Q−12 )
= 1
(Q−11 )2
[(Q−111 1 + Q−112 2)2Q11 + 2(Q−111 1 + Q−112 2)(1Q−112 + T2Q−122 )Q21
+ (1Q−112 + T2Q−122 )Q22(Q−121 1 + Q−122 2)]
= 1
(Q−11 )2
{21[(Q−111 )2Q11 + 2Q−111 Q−112 Q21 + Q−112 Q22Q−121 ]
+ 21[Q−111 Q−112 2Q11 + Q−111 T2Q−122 Q21 + Q−112 2Q−112 Q21
+ Q−112 Q22Q−122 2] + Q−112 2T2Q−121 Q11 + 2Q−112 2T2Q−122 Q21 + T2Q−122 Q22Q−122 2}. (25)
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Moreover, using the same partition of (n − 1) × (n − 1) unit matrix
I =
(
I11 I12
I21 I22
)
,
we obtain, recalling that Q−1Q = I ,
(Q−111 )2Q11 + 2Q−111 Q−112 Q21 + Q−112 Q22Q−121
= Q−111 (Q−111 Q11 + Q−112 Q21) + (Q−111 Q12 + Q−112 Q22)Q−121
= Q−111 , (26)
Q−111 Q−112 2Q11 + Q−111 T2Q−122 Q21 + Q−112 2Q−112 Q21 + Q−112 Q22Q−122 2
= Q−111 Q11T2Q−121 + Q−111 Q12Q−122 2 + Q12Q−121 T2Q−121 + Q−112 Q22Q−122 2
= (Q−111 Q11 + Q12Q−121 )T2Q−121 + (Q−111 Q12 + Q−112 Q22)Q−122 2
= T2Q−121 + I12Q−122 2 = T2Q−121 , (27)
Q−112 2T2Q−121 Q11 + 2Q−112 2T2Q−122 Q21 + T2Q−122 Q22Q−122 2
= Q−112 2T2 (Q−121 Q11 + Q−122 Q21) + T2Q−121 Q12Q−122 2 + T2Q−122 Q22Q−122 2
= Q−112 2T2 I21 + T2 (Q−121 Q12 + Q−122 Q22)Q−122 2 = T2Q−122 2 (28)
and taking into account that
Q−112 2T2Q−122 Q21 = (Q−112 2)T(T2Q−122 Q21)T = T2Q−121 Q12Q−122 2.
Substituting (26)–(28) into (25) we get
(1, aT)Q(1, aT)T = 1
(Q−11 )2
(Q−111 21 + 21T2Q−121 + T2Q−122 2) =
1
(Q−11 )2
TQ−1. (29)
From (24) and (29) it follows, taking into account (23), that there exists the only solution
y∗1 =
1√
(1 − TQ−1)(1T−11)
Q−11  (30)
subject to condition (13). Substituting (30) into (21) we obtain, taking into account (22) and (18),
y∗ = 1√
(2 − TQ−1)(1T−11)
Q−1.
The theorem is proved. 
Corollary 1. The problem of maximization of function (4) subject to (6) has the solution
x∗ = (1T−11)−1−11 − [(2 − TQ−1)(1T−11)]−1/2 (TQ−1,−1T1Q−1)T.
Corollary 2. Suppose without loss of generality that in the linear constraint (2) c > 0, and denote by ◦ the coordinate-
wise vector multiplication, i.e., x ◦ y = (x1y1, . . . , xnyn)T and by x−1 the coordinate-wise inversion of vector x,
i.e., x−1 = (1/x1, . . . , 1/xn)T. Then for the case of nonzero elements of vector b the problem of the minimization of
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function (1) subject to (2) can be obtained from Theorem 1 by substituting μ with μb = μ ◦ b−1 and matrix  with
b = (1/(bibj )ij )ni,j=1 as follows:
x∗b = c[(1T−1b 1)−1−1b 1 + ((2 − TbQ−1b b)(1T−1b 1))−1/2 (TbQ−1b ,−1T1Q−1b b)T] ◦ b−1,
where b and Qb are obtained from (12) and (11), substituting μ and  with μb and b, respectively. For the case
when some elements of b happen to be equal to zero, the dimension of μ and  reduces accordingly.
Corollary 3. Special case b = μ, i.e., μb = 1 (or subvector of 1), reduces to b = 0, and, consequently,
x∗b = x0b
that well conforms with one of the forms of the Markowitz optimal portfolio.
3. Some discussion and numerical illustration
The importance of Theorem 1 is twofold: it gives the closed form analytic solution for the considered minimiza-
tion problem, and provides clear condition for existence of the solution. The problem being discussed is frequently
encountered in ﬁnancial economics and in convex feasibility problems (see introduction). Existing approaches are
based on the approximate numerical methods, which are mostly rooted in the so-called augmented Lagrangian pro-
cedure. A detailed review of this and other procedures was well documented in ([3], Sections 3.5). In that review it
was noticed that implementation of the augmented Lagrangian method is essentially dependent on the possibility of
determining the primal iterates, which require that the additional unconstrained convex minimization. Using such a
numerical optimization algorithm, one should ﬁrst be certain of the existence of the solution. Moreover, even for the
moderate dimensions (n20) the computation may take considerable time (and may depend on the starting point).
The advantage of having an analytical closed form solution, as given in the paper, is obvious. One can, for exam-
ple, analyze the stability of the solution with respect to perturbation of the parameters of the system. As a direct
application of the proposed result, we present the Euclidian distance between solutions of the problem correspond-
ing to different values of . In fact, let B =
√
TQ−1 denote the lower bound for  for which the solution exists,
and let
k = (1T−11)−1/2
√
TQ−2+ (1T1Q−1)2.
Denoting by x∗i the solution of (1), (2) given  = i , i = 1, 2, we obtain for 1 < 2, the simple representation for thedistance
d1,2 =
√
(x∗2 − x∗1)T(x∗2 − x∗1) =
⎛
⎜⎝ 1√
21 − B2
− 1√
22 − B2
⎞
⎟⎠ k,
where k does not depend on .
Discussing about further applications of the results, we notice that, in addition to the direct contribution to a nonlinear
programming, we mentioned in the introduction the application to problems related to the relative projections in convex
analysis, and to the problem of optimal portfolio selection in ﬁnance mathematics.
We demonstrate, with the following numerical example, the selection of an optimal portfolio of 10 stocks from
NASDAQ/Computers: Emulex Corp (ELX), Logithch Int. Sa. (LOGI), Universal Displ (PANL), O2micro Intl Lt
(OIIM), Immerson Corp (IMMR), Hauppauge Digit (HAUP), Mts Medications (MPP), Top Image System (TISA),
SCM Microsystem (SCMM), Stratasys Inc. (SSYS) for year 2006 and until April 2007. Denote by X = (X1, . . . , Xn)
with n = 10, the stock daily returns. The vector of means and covariance matrix daily return are given in Tables 1
and 2.
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Table 1
Expected returns
Stock ELX LOGI PANL OIIM IMMR
Mean 0.00015 −0.00075 0.00168 0.00054 0.002045
Stock HAUP MPP TISA SCMM SSYS
Mean 0.00134 0.00149 0.001186 0.000914 0.001818
Table 2
Covariance matrix of returns
ELX LOGI PANL OIIM IMMR
ELX 0.000398 0.000108 0.000129 0.000123 0.000086
LOGI 0.000108 0.001310 0.000127 0.0000886 0.0001263
PANL 0.000129 0.000127 0.000744 0.000220 0.000110
OIIM 0.000123 0.0000886 0.000220 0.0010001 0.000159
IMMR 0.000086 0.0001263 0.000110 0.000159 0.001110
HAUP 0.000055 0.000047 0.000114 0.0001468 0.000022
MPP 0.000017 0.000039 0.000061 0.000036 0.000024
TISA 0.000055 −0.000059 0.000041 −0.000002 −0.000059
SCMM 0.000052 0.0000818 −0.000015 −0.000038 0.000022
SSYS 0.000092 0.000122 0.000204 0.000111 0.000119
HAUP MPP TISA SCMM SSYS
ELX 0.000055 0.000017 0.000055 0.000052 0.000092
LOGI 0.000047 0.000039 −0.000059 0.0000818 0.000122
PANL 0.000114 0.000061 0.000041 −0.000015 0.000204
OIIM 0.0001468 0.000036 −0.000002 −0.000038 0.000111
IMMR 0.000022 −0.000024 −0.000059 0.000022 0.000119
HAUP 0.001315 0.000026 −0.000035 0.000029 −0.000001
MPP 0.000026 0.000228 0.000036 0.000059 0.000026
TISA −0.000035 0.000036 0.000492 0.000024 0.0000086
SCMM 0.000029 0.000059 0.000024 0.000969 0.000072
SSYS −0.000001 0.000026 0.0000086 0.000072 0.000605
The random return on the portfolio is P =∑nj=1xjXj , where∑nj=1xj = 1. The loss, being the negative of this, is
given by
L = −
n∑
j=1
xjXj .
The problem of the optimal portfolio selection with the standard deviation premium of L reduces to minimization of
the functional
STD(x) = E(L) + √Var(L) = −μTx + √xTx (31)
subject to∑nj=1xj = 1. Theorem 1, ﬁrst, provides us with the lower bound for the possible values of , which is, for
considered data,
B = 0.0969386.
Moreover, it easily allows an investigation of the whole spectrum of solutions, when  varies in interval (B,∞).
Notice that using formula (14) the multiple calculations concern only the simple function s()=(2−TQ−1)−1/2
of one-dimensional argument; the all components, containing the multidimensional subjects (matrices and vectors) are
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Fig. 1. Optimal portfolios for = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6.
calculated only once. This makes the suggested result very effective in contrary to the existing approximate numerical
methods. In Fig. 1 we present ﬁve optimal portfolios corresponding to  = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6.
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